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AFFIDAVIT of NTOMBIFUTHI DLADLA
_____________________________________________________________________
1

I, the undersigned,
NTOMBIFUTHI DLADLA
state under oath that:
1. I am an adult woman. I work as an operator for Dickon Hall Foods (Pty) Ltd (‘Dickon

Hall’). I am the Second Applicant.

2. The facts herein contained are, unless the contrary appears from the context, within my

own personal knowledge. They are, to the best of my knowledge and belief, both true

and correct. Where I make submissions of a legal nature, I rely on the advice of my
legal representatives.

3. I have read the affidavit filed by the CWAO and I confirm the contents thereof insofar

as they relate to me and my experience, and lie within my knowledge.
Our work at Dickon Hall

4. Dickon Hall has its factory in Southdale, Johannesburg. We manufacture and pack

food condiments like sauces, chutney and mayonnaise.

5. We work two shifts in many different capacities: laboratory, spice room, processing,

packing and stores. Others worker as quality controllers, forklift drivers and cleaners.

6. About 74 of us are permanents. More than 300 of us are ‘casuals’. The casuals are

employed through labour brokers. I am one of those.

7. I have been working for this company since 2004. First we had a labour broker called

Capital. In about 2009 we were changed from Capital to our current labour broker. It
sometimes calls itself Khaya Employment Services and sometimes Povey Mulvenna

Placements (Pty) Ltd. They are really the same employer, of 20 The Terrace Rd
Edenvale. In this affidavit I call it ‘the labour broker’.
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8. When we sign contracts with the labour broker we are usually not given a copy. If I

can get a copy of my contract I will ask permission to file it later, with a supplementary
affidavit.

Why we want to be permanents
9. We want to be permanently employed by Dickon Hall because our conditions will be

better. The permanents are paid more. A permanent operator is paid almost three times

as much – more than eleven thousand rand, compared to my four thousand nine
hundred. They also have better conditions.

10. The labour broker dismisses us easily. If you are having a problem and you miss a day

of work you will find that they tell you not to come back anymore. We need job security.

11. We are not members of a trade union. The permanents are members of a certain

registered trade union. In around 2010 we wanted to join them, but that union told us

that the casuals are not allowed to join the trade union. We did fill a form but they just
threw them away.

12. Even if that trade union said we could join it now, we would not. It is too late for them.

They left us like this for such a long time, the company fires people but the union does

not care about anyone. Even the permanents, if they get fired, the union does nothing.
They say they have a union but the union doesn’t help. The service is not good at all,
so we don’t need it any more, we have had enough now.

13. We heard about CWAO through another worker. When we started to attend meetings

at CWAO offices on Saturday mornings we didn’t know about our rights. We went to
meetings, and read the pamphlets, and found out that there is a new law to protect us.
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Our dispute with the labour broker and Dickon Hall
14. Through CWAO we learned that, because we are not doing a ‘temporary service’ at

Dickon Hall, and we do not earn high salaries, the law recognises that we are, in reality,
employed by Dickon Hall.

15. We all started working before the LRA amendments were passed. We had to wait until

1 April 2015 for the new rights to take effect.

16. We did so, and in April 2015 we spoke to management of Dickon Hall to ask them to

make us permanent. But they did not. They promised to do something but it took too
long.

17. On 7 October 2015 CWAO assisted us to refer a dispute to the CCMA. I attach the

referral form marked ND1.

18. On 14 October 2015 the CCMA wrote to CWAO (attached marked ND2) to say that

our case was temporarily closed, because we had not provided names and ID numbers
of every worker. We were told to provide the requested information within 48 hours of
receiving the letter.

19. We sent the list of names attached marked ND3.
20. The set down notice, attached marked ND4, was dated 23 February 2015 and told us to

come for Con/Arb on 11 March 2016. The very next day the labour broker wrote a
letter objecting to Con/Arb, which is attached marked ND5.
The conciliation meeting at the Fox Street CCMA

21. 70 of us worked night shift on 10 March 2016. We decided that we should be the ones

to go to the conciliation meeting. If the day shift workers had gone, they would have
been dismissed.
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22. We gathered together at the gate at 06h00 and travelled as a group to the CCMA offices

in Fox Street, using three taxis. It was the first time going to the CCMA. Bongani
Bunyonyo (‘Bongani’) from CWAO met us there.

23. Because we were a big group, and were crowding on the 4th floor, we were quickly sent

to the 10th floor. The room is on the roof. I am told that the Fox Street CCMA is the
only one with such a hall.

24. Four of us sat on the table with the commissioner and the employers. The HR guy from

Dickon Hall was there. The labour broker sent someone, but we don’t know him. The

workers sat in the rows, and the interpreter helped to explain to them what we were
saying.

25. Bongani was outside. The commissioner didn’t allow him to be inside. He said that he

is not allowed, he doesn’t have papers.

26. It was difficult because we didn’t know all about the law and Bongani understands those

things. There was a time when things got too confusing, and we asked for time to talk
to Bongani outside. It was confusing when the employer quoted the law, and we didn’t
have that LRA, so they quoted but we didn’t know whether they were quoting the right
thing. If he says section 90 or 95, it is difficult for us.

27. Basically, they were saying we were late to open the case. They said we were supposed

to open the case within six months from 1 April, so it expired end September, but we
opened it on 7 October. So we were a week late.

28. But Bongani told us the law says you are only late if you wait more than six months

from the day that you declared a dispute. We explained this to the commissioner but
he ignored it.

29. It was the labour broker person who kept quoting and insisting that we are late and the

commissioner was listening to him. The other thing that worried us was that the
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commissioner had a caucus with the employers for almost two hours. We had to go

and fetch them, we said we have been waiting for you for too long now, what are you
talking about? Then they replied that we are in a hurry, but they are busy trying to sort
our problem, but we are not patient. That is what they told us. But they were drinking
tea there. And we told them that the reason we are in a hurry is we have to work night
shift again and we are not going to have any time to sleep.

30. We were there for five and a half hours, from nine until half past two. The whole time

it was just that argument: ‘you are late’, ‘we are not late’, ‘you are late’, ‘we are not
late’.

31. The commissioner was supposed to give us a certificate. They said we have to wait for

14 days before he issues it, he will decide whether to issue it or not. So we are still
waiting. We have spoken to people from other workplaces who got their certificates
the same day. We don’t understand why we have to wait.

32. We were not happy with the way we were treated and we complained.

The employer’s reaction
33. When we got back to work we found a notice which said that people were striking and

we asked, who was striking? Because we had already finished our shift and it was our

time to knock off. And then we came back at 6pm to work, and we didn’t sleep. They
were trying to intimidate us. They never took any further action.
My support for this application
34. Many hundreds of us who attend meetings at the CWAO offices every second Saturday

know that CWAO is going to the Labour Court to ask to change the rule about
representation.
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35. We really need the change. Many of the people who report back from their workplaces

on Saturdays have described how their disputes have gone badly at the CCMA. CWAO
has tried to provide lawyers for us, but it is expensive and the lawyers are busy. There
are many cases.

36. In many cases we don’t need lawyers. We can go with the CWAO organiser. He knows

the law.

37. I have heard discussions during meetings about how some of the disputes have been

very difficult and complicated. Some of the labour brokers deny that they are labour
brokers, or there are many labour brokers who all point to one another. In such cases,

workers really need representation from someone with more training and experience.

If one of the CWAO organisers could represent us in those hearings, it would more fair.
38. I ask for the Orders set out in the Notice of Motion.

______________________________
NTOMBIFUTHI DLADLA
I certify that the Deponent has acknowledged that she knows and understands the
contents of this Affidavit which was sworn to before me at _______________on this
___day of April 2016, and that the provisions of the Regulations contained in
Government Notice R1258 of 21 July 1972 (as amended) were complied with.
___________________________
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
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AFFIDAVIT of LYNETTE MAART
_____________________________________________________________________
1

I, the undersigned,
LYNETTE MAART
state under oath that:
1. I am an adult woman and the National Director of the Third Applicant (‘the Black Sash’),
which has authorized me to depose to this affidavit. I am based at the Black Sash’s national
office at Elta House, 3 Caledonian Road in Mowbray, Cape Town.

2. The facts herein contained are, unless the contrary appears from the context, within my own

personal knowledge. They are, to the best of my knowledge and belief, both true and correct.
Where I make submissions of a legal nature, I rely on the advice of my legal representatives.
The Black Sash

3. The Black Sash was formed in 1955 to protest against the removal of ‘coloured’ people from

the voters’ roll, and subsequently to campaign against the succession of unjust, discriminatory
laws brought into being by the minority parliament of the day. The Black Sash is today a

human rights organization, constituted as a Trust, and registered as a Non-Profit Organisation
under the Nonprofit Organisations Act 71 of 1997.

The Black Sash’s role in the community advice office movement
4. In 1958 the Black Sash established its first community advice office in Cape Town, staffed by

volunteers who offered free paralegal advice and support. We soon had ten advice offices
spread around the country – in Johannesburg at Khotso House, in Cape Town at Athlone and
Mowbray, and in Pretoria, Durban, Pietermaritzburg, Grahamstown, Port Elizabeth, East
London and Knysna.

5. Working within an increasingly racially segregated and oppressive society, our volunteers

were in daily contact with struggling communities affected by unjust laws, poverty and

oppression. In times when information was suppressed and apartheid succeeded in dividing
South Africans along racial lines, the advice offices provided a rare channel of contact and
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communication between segregated communities. Black Sash volunteers could witness,
monitor, analyse and report on the effect of government policy on the lives of many thousands

of South Africans. Advice offices supported social struggle and political resistance, and
empowered oppressed communities by providing information and practical support. I attach a

brief history of the Black Sash extracted from our 2005 Golden Jubilee Report, marked LM1.
6. As Mary Burton comments at page 86 of her book ‘The Black Sash: Women for Justice and
Peace’ (Jacana Media, 2015):

‘As the workers in the advice offices acquired their considerable knowledge of the
legislation, it often seemed to them as if they, the interpreters included, were guiding the

lawyers who would argue the cases in court. The latter became most famously true of

Sheena Duncan, acknowledged by many lawyers as having a better understanding than

anyone else of these laws. It also applied to the dozens of advice office people all around
the country who learned how to handle the cases, and seek for any loophole or
interpretation which might benefit those who came for assistance.’

7. The Black Sash was not alone in realizing the potential of community advice offices (now

often referred to as CAOs) in protesting injustice and enforcing the limited human rights of
oppressed black communities: the first CAO, the Legal Aid Bureau in Johannesburg, was
established in 1935 by the South African Institute of Race Relations, which went on to set up
more CAOs in other centres.

8. During the period of escalating political violence in the 1980s, CAOs sprang up in townships
around the country, staffed by paralegals who, in partnership with organisations such as the

Lawyers for Human Rights and the Legal Resources Centre, provided critical legal advice and
assistance to marginalized and impoverished communities.

9. After 1994 the Black Sash continued to run its advice offices, and engaged in strategic litigation
to test and strengthen rights conferred by the Bill of Rights. In order to enhance access to

justice for poorer communities, the Black Sash also committed itself to building a paralegal
movement by supporting the network of CAOs built during the 80s. To this end, the Black

Sash was a founder member of the National Steering Committee of Community Based
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Paralegals and Advice Offices in South Africa, which became NADCAO (the National
Alliance for the Development of Community Advice Offices) in 2007.

10. NADCAO’s mandate is to support social justice - in particular access to justice - through

organising and strengthening the CAO sector. It has brought together 312 CAOs which are
affiliated under the Association of Community Advice Offices of South Africa (‘ACAOSA’).

As National Director, I represent the Black Sash on NADCAO’s Board. I attach, marked LM2,
the latest NADCAO annual report.

11. In 2012, for strategic reasons, the Black Sash closed its own advice offices. Our 2012-2015
three-year plan made provision for Black Sash to work nationally with approximately 300

Community Based Organisations, including CAO both inside and outside the ACAOSA fold,
on three programs: rights-based education and training, community-based monitoring, and
advocacy in partnership.

12. One of the ways in which we support CAOs is through publishing high quality education and

information resources for use by CAOs. I attach a sample of our education materials marked
LM3. Building on this tradition, in 2014 the Black Sash, together with NADCAO and

ACAOSA, established the Dullah Omar School, an intensive week-long residential training

event for community advice office workers which focusses on the areas of law they most
commonly encounter:
government/services.

labour law, family law, social security law, and local

13. The inaugural Dullah Omar School was held in Johannesburg in 2015 and was attended by 120

people. A second Dullah Omar School was held in Durban in 2016, and the intention is that
the school will continue as an annual event. The CWAO ran the labour component of the
training at both schools. I attach the Report from the 2015 school (marked LM4) and the
closing address given by the Deputy Minister of Justice at the 2016 school (marked LM5).
Workers need representation by Community Advice Offices at CCMA

14. I have read the affidavit deposed to by Ighsaan Schroeder, and I agree with the views expressed

therein, in particular the view that, properly interpreted and applied, workers’ human and
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constitutional rights entitle them to representation in proceedings before the CCMA in the
manner set out in the Notice of Motion.

15. Black Sash statistics indicate that about twenty per cent of the problems handled by our free
helpline concern labour law issues, including unfair dismissals, unfair labour practices and
other rights violations which need to be referred to the CCMA or bargaining councils.

16. Our contact with poor and marginalized communities through the CAOs shows us that
increasing numbers of South Africans are vulnerable to unfair employment practices.

Employment security is diminishing, as people are increasingly employed on a temporary,

seasonal, contract or short term basis. Complaints about abuse by labour brokers are common.
We were encouraged by parliament’s attempt to reverse this trend, but are witnessing the
frustration of those who are attempting, often with limited success, to navigate the complex
provisions governing their employment security without the benefit of representation.

17. Community advice offices cover the length and breadth of the country, in both rural and urban
areas. The people who approach CAOs seeking assistance do not have access to trade union

assistance: most are not union members, while others seek help because their unions have
failed to assist them to access their rights. Many, like farm and domestic workers, have never
been unionised.

18. Community advice office workers tell us, both informally and during formal events such as

the Dullah Omar School, that they are frustrated in their task of defending and supporting

workers because they are excluded from assisting them during CCMA conciliation and
arbitration proceedings. The closing session of the 2015 Dullah Omar School adopted a
resolution to press for the right of CAOs to represent workers at the CCMA.

19. Many of the workers who seek the assistance of CAOs need representation. They are poor and

uneducated. They find it difficult or impossible to navigate the dispute resolution processes at
the CCMA on their own. They are at a language disadvantage, they do not properly understand

their rights or the procedures, and they are vulnerable to pressure from employers, and even
interpreters and commissioners.
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20. These marginalized workers desperately need the assistance of trained community advice
office workers who can advise and represent them. CAO workers can ensure that the worker’s
situation and complaint is properly described and explained during conciliation, and will be

able to assist the worker to distinguish between a fair and an unfair settlement proposal. In

arbitration, a trained paralegal, in the same way as a trained shop steward or union official, can
identify relevant evidence and witnesses, present the facts of the case, and ask relevant
questions when cross examining the employer’s witnesses.

21. We are aware that the recent LRA amendments have added to the CCMA’s jurisdiction some
legally complex issues, including disputes about discrimination, equal pay, and the regulation

of non-standard employment. Workers will find it even more difficult to navigate these issues

alone. Ensuring that they are adequately represented is becoming a pressing need. The

legislature has taken care to enact a raft of labour laws specially designed to protect the most
vulnerable amongst the working class; as levels of inequality increase so does the need to

ensure that poor people are able, in practice, to access the rights and protections designed for
their benefit, lest those rights become merely theoretical.

Community advice office employees: committed and competent
22. Like their counterparts who staffed advice offices during the struggle for democracy in

apartheid South Africa, advice office personnel are motivated by a sense of solidarity with the
communities they serve. Many are closely connected with those communities, speak local

languages, and understand the issues faced by people in their day-to-day lives. Advice office
workers do not earn handsomely, but they are strongly committed to empowering vulnerable
people to access their human rights.

23. Through the efforts of NADCAO and ACAOSA, supported by the Black Sash and our donor
partners, these community advice office workers have access to regular training, support,

information materials, and even to professional legal advice in the more complex cases. CAOs

have in some areas partnered with the CCMA, which offers training workshops for community
advice office workers, and there is potential to expand the scope of these initiatives in
partnership with the Department of Justice.
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24. Expanding the right to representation in the manner contended for in this application will, in
my view, assist not only vulnerable workers but also Commissioners, whose difficult function

is to hear disputes which are often complex in nature, and who bear the grave responsibility
for decisions which have far-reaching consequences for ordinary people and their families.
Conclusion
25. The Black Sash supports the relief sought in this application. We ask for the Orders set out in
the Notice of Motion.

______________________________
LYNETTE MAART

I certify that the Deponent has acknowledged that she knows and understands the
contents of this Affidavit which was sworn to before me at Cape Town on this
___day of March 2016, and that the provisions of the Regulations contained in
Government Notice R1258 of 21 July 1972 (as amended) were complied with.
___________________________
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
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AFFIDAVIT: MAOKENG ADVICE & RESOURCE CENTRE

_____________________________________________________________________
I, the undersigned,

DIKOTSI JEREMIAH KOLE
1

state under oath that:
1. I am an adult man and the manager of the Fourth Applicant, Maokeng Advice and

Resource Centre (‘MARC’), a community advice office located at 16 Reitz Street,

Kroonstad. I am a member of MARC’s Management Committee, which has authorized
me to depose to this affidavit on its behalf.

2. The facts herein contained are, unless the contrary appears from the context, within my

own personal knowledge. They are, to the best of my knowledge and belief, both true

and correct. Where I make submissions of a legal nature, I rely on the advice of my
legal representatives.

The Fourth Applicant: Maokeng Advice & Resource Centre
3. The Maokeng Advice & Resource Centre is a non-profit organization operating as a

community advice office and registered with the Department of Social Development
under the Nonprofit Organisations Act 71 of 1997 (‘the NPO Act’). Its constitution and
certificate of registration are attached marked MARC 1 and MARC 2.

4. MARC was established in 1989. It serves communities living in and around Kroonstad.

Many of the people we assist live and work on farms. People come to us for assistance

from farms and towns within about a one hundred kilometer radius – they come from
places like Viljoenskroon, Bothaville, Koppies, Edenville, Henneman, and

Ventersburg. Our office is in Kroonstad’s central business district, next to the taxi rank.
5. MARC joins with the First, Second and Third Applicants in challenging CCMA Rule

25 to the extent that it restricts representation of workers at the CCMA to lawyers and
registered trade unions. MARC brings this application:

5.1. in its own interest, insofar as one of its objectives is to assist the community in
accessing justice;
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5.2. on behalf of the class of employees we assist, being vulnerable workers who wish
to be represented in statutory conciliation and arbitration proceedings before the

CCMA, but who cannot afford legal representation, and who cannot become

members of registered trade unions, or who do not wish to join or be represented
by registered trade unions; and
5.3. in the public interest.
6. The workers who come to MARC are especially vulnerable. Many of them are farm

workers, whose access to housing, and schooling for their children, depends on their
continued employment. They have lower levels of income, and of education, than
workers in the larger urban areas. Employers here do not treat workers well. Workers
are arbitrarily dismissed, evicted and even assaulted. They are also often victimised if
they try to exercise their rights.

7. These workers are not able to approach the Courts themselves to challenge the

impugned rule. This is because they are vulnerable to victimisation, because they are located
over a large area, and because they lack access to resources. . Having worked in and with this

community for over two decades, MARC is best placed to join this application on their behalf.
8. In order to protect them, MARC does not name individual workers or their employers

in this affidavit. I have personal knowledge of all of the cases mentioned as examples

in this affidavit. The information is recorded in our office files, and some of it is on
record at the CCMA.
This affidavit
9. In this affidavit I describe the scope of MARC’s work. I then discuss the workers who

need representation at the CCMA: I describe what makes them vulnerable, and also
explain why they cannot access the forms of representation which the current Rule

permits. Lastly, I set out our experiences of the prejudice and disadvantage to workers
when they are not represented at conciliations and at arbitration hearings.
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The work of the Maokeng Advice and Resource Centre
10. People approach us for advice about many difficulties: employment disputes, social

security problems, housing, consumer issues and family disputes. We see about 150

people each month. More than 100 of these have problems related to their employment,
mainly unfair dismissals which must be referred to the CCMA. Our seven full-time

community-based paralegals keep an individual file for each case, and MARC has a
central case register.

11. Apart from the centrally located advice office, which offers free walk-in advice, we run

educational workshops to empower communities to know their rights and the laws that
protect them. Sometimes we hold these workshops in our offices, but where possible

we go out into the rural areas and gather together fifty or sixty farmworkers from

surrounding farms at a central location. During these workshops we hear about many
problems faced by rural workers, including injuries on duty, assaults and evictions.

12. We are one of the organisations currently tasked by the Department of Labour to deliver

regular workshops to workers on the Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993
and the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act 130 of 1993.

13. MARC employees participate in training whenever possible. We keep up to date in

labour law by attending workshops offered by the CCMA, participating in the Dullah
Omar School (we sent two delegates in 2015 and three in 2016), and through training
conducted for us by the CWAO (the First Applicant). We also participate in non-labour
related training run by the Black Sash (the Third Applicant).

14. As MARC’s manager, I have day-to-day knowledge of the cases we take on. I take on

many cases myself. We hold fortnightly meetings to discuss all our cases, and staff
approach me on a daily basis for advice and assistance.

The workers who wish to be represented at the CCMA: vulnerable workers
4

15. The people we assist are poor people. They typically earn less than R3000 per month.
16. Most of them are not well-educated: very few have completed schooling. We find that

young workers typically have a grade 9 or 10 education; many older workers often only
went to school until grade 6. They do not have access to libraries or the internet, and
their access to information is limited.

17. Most have basic literacy skills in Sesotho, but not in English. Afrikaans, the language

used by most employers in this area, is their second or third language. They are not
good in English. CCMA documents are written in English, and proceedings before the
CCMA are conducted in English.

18. The people we help are vulnerable, because their poverty and lack of education

disempowers them relative to employers and state institutions. They are disrespected
and exploited because of their low social status. Employers are more likely to disregard
laws protecting them, because they perceive that these workers don’t have the power to
enforce them.

19. As a result of their vulnerability, these workers face significant hardship. Employers

deliberately disregard legislated basic conditions of employment, and frequently
dismiss workers without a hearing:
19.1.

We recently referred a typical case to the CCMA for an employee who was
dismissed because he dared to request a salary increase after working for the

same salary for seven years. During all that time he was paid from the till, and

he was never given a payslip. It will be difficult now for him to prove what he
was paid, or to claim UIF.
19.2.

Another case we took on was for a group of public works program employees.
After working on the program for three years they arrived on Monday morning

only to find that they had been replaced by a new group, already kitted out with
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overalls. The dismissed group were instructed to teach the new group the job,
before being dismissed.

20. Farm workers are particularly vulnerable because they live on the farmer’s land, in the

farmer’s houses, and their children often attend farm schools controlled by the farm-

owning community. This gives farmers almost complete power over them. In one
recent case the farmer accused the worker of stealing maize, and assaulted him. The

police, who came in response to a call about the assault, instead sided with the farmer
in accusing the worker of theft. Such incidents are, in our experience, commonplace.

21. When a farm worker is dismissed, the whole family loses their house and the children

lose access to schooling. Where these dismissals are unfair, reinstatement is not just

the ‘primary’ remedy, it is the only remedy which can mitigate the extraordinary harm
that such a dismissal inflicts. Yet, more often than not, unrepresented farm workers are

misled into small monetary settlements at the CCMA, as I discuss in more detail below.
The workers who wish to be represented at the CCMA cannot be represented by unions
or lawyers

22. Many workers who come to us do not have access to representation by registered trade

unions, which cannot or will not organise them. The workers dismissed by the public

works program (described in paragraph 19.2 above) came to our offices accompanied
by a concerned shop steward employed by the Municipality: according to him, the

public works employees are not permitted to join the registered trade union which
organises in that workplace.

23. Some workers who approach us for help could join a registered trade union, but refuse

to do so. Many are ex-members of trade unions, who tell us that they have lost
confidence in trade unions whose officials misappropriate monies, accept favours from

farmers, and are incompetent in representing them. When we run our educational
workshops on farms, farm workers ask us whether we are from a trade union. They say
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that if we come from a union, they don’t want to hear anything from us. Levels of
unionisation of farmworkers is amongst the lowest in the country.

24. Some workers who are members of registered trade unions come to us for help because

those trade unions have failed to assist them. A recent case in point is a group of

dismissed workers from Shoprite, whose registered trade union had refused to take their
case to the CCMA. We assisted them: they won their case and were reinstated.

25. Some people even come to us when they have lost confidence in attorneys, or in their

legal insurance schemes. I recently received a call from one of the legal insurance
bodies asking me to fill in a CCMA 7-11 referral form for them, because they did not

know how to do it. Last year the Department of Labour referred a dentist’s assistant to
us, who had paid R4000 to an attorney who disappeared. Legal Aid South Africa also
refers people to us, because they refuse to assist people with CCMA cases.

26. All of these people wish to be represented by us in conciliation and arbitration

proceedings. They do not have access to the alternative forms of representation

permitted by the impugned Rule. They have confidence in us. However, they cannot
even apply to be permitted to be represented by us, because the CCMA Rules do not
allow it.

27. If they cannot be represented by us, they would wish to be represented by another

employee at their workplace. Even if that other worker is unskilled, he or she would at
least provide moral support, and have some emotional distance from the dispute. In

some workplaces, workers have access to unionised employees or shop stewards, who
have had some training or experience in representing workers.

What happens to unrepresented workers at the CCMA: conciliation
28. We find that unrepresented workers are frequently persuaded into inappropriate

settlement agreements when they attend CCMA conciliations. We are not satisfied with
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the quality of the settlement agreements they bring back to us. But they tell us that they
felt intimidated, they forgot what we told them, and they settled for one month.

29. In most cases the settlements are for small monetary amounts, or for statutory monies

only, never mind that the worker has been unfairly dismissed.

30. It is clear to me that workers feel out of their depth. Many farm workers are so afraid

to directly challenge the employer that the commissioner has to allow the worker to sit
in a separate room.

31. Workers frequently tell us that they felt they had no option but to settle. It appears to

me that they are pressurised into settling through a combination of misinformation and

threats. For instance, commissioners and interpreters often tell an employee that he is

going to lose the case at arbitration. Or the employer will threaten that, if they do not
withdraw the case, they will end up having to pay for the employer’s lawyer. They get
confused when legal points are raised. All in all, they are vulnerable to being misled.

32. We tell workers to phone us for advice before signing settlement agreements, but we

find that commissioners do not allow this. Where possible, therefore, we accompany
workers to the CCMA. We are not allowed into the hearing rooms, but commissioners

do allow workers to leave the hearing rooms to consult with us. We have found that,
in such cases, the outcomes are better. We are then able to help workers to understand

technical issues that are brought up during conciliation and to prevent unfair
settlements.

33. Interpreters have significant power over workers who are at a language disadvantage.

They sometimes take over conciliation processes, although they are not trained to do

so. Sometimes they give unsolicited or wrong advice. One group of workers we
assisted was even advised by the interpreter that if they withdrew their case and reported

for work on Monday they would be reinstated. The workers signed the withdrawal

form, not realising that the reinstatement offer ought to have been in a written settlement
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agreement. Needless to say, when they reported for work they were not taken back –
and their case was over.

34. Because I have friends who are CCMA interpreters and commissioners, I know that

commissioners are performance-managed according to their settlement rates. They
have a target. They therefore have a personal interest in settling cases. This prejudices
the more vulnerable worker, who is obviously less likely to complain or to have the
resources to take the matter further.

What happens to unrepresented workers at the CCMA: arbitration
35. We are not permitted to accompany workers to arbitration hearings. We are not even

given observer status. We do our best to prepare workers for those hearings. But when
we meet for case preparations, we see that the worker is anxious and is not listening

very carefully. His confidence is eroded. The outcome of his case is very important to
him. He sees that he is at a disadvantage, and he wants someone there. Not everyone

has the personal strength to fight for his rights at arbitration; some workers just give in,
or represent themselves half-heartedly. We find that workers are only reinstated in
about five to ten per cent of unfair dismissal cases.

36. The CCMA has not conducted outreach campaigns in this area.

People do not

understand the role of the commissioner, the role of the interpreter, what conciliation

and arbitration are for, or how the proceedings are supposed to be conducted. We find
that the commissioners generally do not explain these things, as they are supposed to
do.

37. Most workers do not understand how to present even a simple unfair dismissal case.

Even if the relevant factors are explained to them (was there a rule? was it reasonable?

was it known? was it contravened? was it consistently applied? was dismissal an

appropriate sanction?) it is difficult for them to organise their thoughts, testimonies,
questions and documents to address these factors. They do not know how to cross
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examine the employer’s witnesses, and usually lack the confidence to confront those
witnesses.

38. The fact that arbitration proceedings are conducted in English also places workers at a

significant disadvantage. I have read the affidavit of Bongani Bunyonyo, and align

myself with his comments about the difficulties with interpretation at CCMA processes.
Conclusion
39. I have read the affidavit of Ighsaan Schroeder. MARC endorses his arguments about

the unfair effect of the impugned Rule, and the way in which it infringes the rights of
workers. Workers can only properly access their rights if the Rule allows them to be

represented by a wider range of representatives, and we ask for the relief set out in the
Notice of Motion.

______________________________
DIKOTSI JEREMIAH KOLE
I certify that the Deponent has acknowledged that he knows and understands the
contents of this Affidavit which was sworn to before me at ____________on this
___day of April 2016, and that the provisions of the Regulations contained in
Government Notice R1258 of 21 July 1972 (as amended) were complied with.
___________________________
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
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AFFIDAVIT of BONGANI BUNYONYO
_____________________________________________________________________
1

I, the undersigned,
BONGANI BUNYONYO
state under oath that:
1. I am an adult man employed as an organiser by the CWAO at its offices in Knox Street,

Germiston.

2. The facts herein contained are, unless the contrary appears from the context, within my

own personal knowledge. They are, to the best of my knowledge and belief, both true

and correct. Where I make submissions of a legal nature, I rely on the advice of my
legal representatives.

3. I have read the affidavits of Ighsaan Schroeder and Ntombifuthi Dladla, and I confirm

their contents insofar as they refer to me and lie within my knowledge.
Annexure A

4. CWAO keeps a centralized record of all our cases. We update the record weekly, and

we also write up this information on whiteboards displayed in our office and meeting

space (we have two large open spaces which can accommodate several hundred
workers in general meetings or in smaller groups), so that workers can monitor the
progress with their cases.

5. On 25 February 2016, on request of the coordinator, I prepared Annexure A. It is an

extract from the centralized record of all section 198 referrals to the CCMA and

councils. The names of the applicants in these disputes are listed in column E. Where
the referral is on behalf of a group of workers, only the first applicant is named in
column E.

6. CWAO prepares lists of the names of the rest of the applicants are prepared, and

accompany the CCMA or council referrals – the CCMA and councils have these lists,
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and we have copies in our files. For reasons of practicality we have attached only four
such lists, marked A1, A2, A3 and A4.

Our difficulties in assisting workers with CCMA matters
7. I worked for over ten years as a trade union organiser for SACCAWU. While I was a

union official I often represented workers at CCMA and council proceedings. Since
working for CWAO, however, I am no longer allowed to represent workers.

8. Because we cannot represent them, my colleagues and I channel our efforts into

assisting workers with understanding the law, filling out referral forms, and preparing
for their cases.

9. The process is cumbersome, however: the CCMA insists on having the full name and

ID number of every single worker, and often we are assisting workplaces with many
hundreds of workers. We cannot understand why they want the ID numbers of the
workers.

10. Also, the CCMA wants every single worker to attend the hearing as an individual: this

is impossible. Employers don’t give them time off. The hearing rooms are too small.

It would make more sense if the workers could mandate a small committee to represent
them. I confirm what the coordinator says in his affidavit, about how the CCMA has
adopted new, arbitrary procedures for dealing with big groups.
11. Most of the cases we refer are complicated.

precarious workers.

They are about the new rights for

Workers who are unrepresented at conciliation
12. We are not allowed to attend conciliations with workers. This makes them vulnerable.

There is an unevenness: on the other side from the workers will be a person from HR
who knows what to do, whereas for the workers it is the first time they are being
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exposed to CCMA. Sometimes you find a situation whereby workers end up making
deals which are not to their advantage, because of the unevenness.

13. Often the employer representatives, like some union representatives, go repeatedly to

the CCMA. They develop relationships with the commissioners. A worker might be
taken aback, wondering why a representative is hugging the commissioner. This
already makes the worker feel like an outsider.

14. The commissioner and the employer know that the workers are not well-versed in

labour law or in the conciliation process. They see that the workers don’t understand

the role of the commissioner and what the commissioner is supposed to do. They then

take advantage of the workers. The commissioners put workers in a tight corner and

push them to accept certain deals which are unfavourable, but because the workers do

not understand they end up compromising. That would not happen if I was there
representing them as a union official, they would be more careful because a union

official must know the processes and the labour law. So they won’t take advantage if
a worker is represented.

15. Therefore, wherever possible, I go with them to conciliation, but I have to wait outside.

The workers go alone into the hearing room.

Workers are at a disadvantage even when I am sitting outside
16. When I accompany a worker to a conciliation, I am not allowed in. I don’t have legal

standing. So I advise the worker that if there is something she is not sure of, such as if
the employer comes with certain proposals, she must ask for a caucus. But sometimes

when the worker comes out to talk to me she won’t reflect exactly what happened

inside, she might miss something important that happened, that passed her by, that I
would have picked up if I had been inside. So my sitting outside is not a complete
protection for the worker.
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17. The CCMA works in English, and many workers are not proficient in English. Often

the interpreter won’t interpret exactly what someone was saying, he puts his own things

that were not really said. At least a representative who understands English well will
be able to follow the proceedings better, and support the worker more effectively.

18. Some commissioners are asserting their authority and power as commissioners, and by

so doing they instill a certain fear among workers, so that whatever they say is
authoritative and workers must just accept that this is how the law is. So they push

workers. I am aware that commissioners get some advantage or promotion if they settle
many cases, that is why we see them pushing workers to settle, even at arbitrations.

19. Another other problem is when a worker is not articulate and finds it difficult to explain

the claim to the commissioner. The worker might not be able to distinguish between a

settlement offer which is fair, and one which is unfair. Workers lose out in many
settlements.

The disadvantage for unrepresented workers at arbitration
20. Commissioners do not like us to attend arbitration hearings as observers, but some

commissioners, especially those at the Benoni CCMA, know us as CWAO officials and

allow us inside to observe the arbitration hearing. But we are not allowed to talk, or

even to write notes to the workers. So I can’t intervene when I see things going wrong.
Even though I can sometimes see that things are not going in the proper way, but
because we don’t have speaking rights, we end up unable to do anything.

21. Even if the workers realise they need advice and ask for a caucus, the commissioner

will often delay the opportunity, until after the critical moment has passed. This plays
a role in influencing the outcome of the case. A union representative is able to intervene

at a critical moment, such as when a witness gives hearsay evidence, or is asking
questions instead of answering them, or if the employer’s representative is bullying the
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witness. So this puts workers at a disadvantage, because things happen during the
proceedings that might not otherwise have happened.

22. Workers representing themselves do not have a deep grasp of the LRA or legal

concepts. They have difficulties articulating their case. They do not understand how
to cross examine.

23. The language disadvantages experienced by workers is profound. In my experience of

attending arbitrations, the persistent interruptions in the flow of evidence, which is

caused by constant interpretation, is eventually tiring for the commissioner. The
employer gets frustrated. The worker is under social pressure and starts to say that she

does not really need interpretation. Less and less gets interpreted as the hearing goes

on. The worker ends up with a less than full understanding, and gets a less than full
hearing.

24. CCMA interpreters do not receive specialist training in interpretation; the CCMA relies

merely on their multilingualism. This, and the differences between English and African
languages, makes it difficult for them to properly convey complex legal concepts, or
very technical evidence. There are many things I English which do not have an accurate
counterpart in African languages.

25. When I observe workers representing themselves at arbitration, their difficulties are not

limited only to their lack of legal or language skills. The power relations play
themselves out in the hearing. You might find that the worker has never confronted his

or her boss face to face, and now it is the first time. This affects the confidence of the

worker, and also influences the extent to which the worker can articulate the case. The

worker feels inferior and won’t ask everything that should be asked under cross
examination. A representative, on the other hand, does not fear the boss and knows
what issues to cross examine him on, in order to prove the case.
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26. Many of the disputes we assist with are for accessing section 198 rights. The workers

in these disputes are still working for the employer. They are especially vulnerable,

because they fear to confront the employer, for fear of losing their jobs. As it turns out,
their fears are well-founded.

Employers have retaliated, which increases our workload
27. The employers are not happy when workers try to enforce their new rights. The main

applicant in each of the following section 198 cases was dismissed shortly after being
named on the referral forms:
27.1.

Enterprise Foods dismissed Mandla Nene;

27.2.

Nampak Glass dismissed Kheele Sefole;

27.3.

Caxton Printers dismissed Freddy Mashapa;

27.4.

Africa Floor Care dismissed Ndawoyakhe Mathafeni;

27.5.

Swissport dismissed Lerato Chaba;

27.6.

Luxor Paint dismissed Thandekile Shikhwambane;

27.7.

Pharmaceuticals Contractors dismissed Thabiso Lehong – followed shortly

27.8.

Proctor and Gamble dismissed Thembile Mzingani.

thereafter by his co-employees Zondo, Nyathi, Khoza and Mxosana; and

28. We have referred fresh disputes for these victimized workers. I attach the CCMA set-

down notices where available marked BB1.

29. Other employers against whom section 198 disputes have been referred have retaliated

by declaring short-time, or have initiated retrenchment proceedings. In the Chep
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Equipment retrenchment consultations the employer has actually cited the deemed
workers’ demand for equal pay as the reason for the proposed retrenchment.
30. These actions increase our workload.

Dickon Hall dispute
31. I am the organiser who has been assisting the Second Applicant and her co-workers in

their dispute with Dickon Hall. I have read her affidavit and confirm the contents
thereof.

32. I was involved in every step of that dispute. It took a very long time for the CCMA to

schedule the matter. I do not know why.

33. I attended the conciliation hearing on 11 March 2015 at the Fox Street CCMA, but the

commissioner would not allow me into the room. I took the photographs attached,
marked BB2, before the conciliation hearing started.

34. The commissioner did not want to give us a certificate, so that we could proceed to

arbitration, but insisted on making a ruling on condonation. No matter how much the

workers pointed out that the matter had been referred on time he did not listen to them.
If I had been allowed to be inside I would have been able to spell out to the

commissioner what his powers are. I would have told him ‘this is what you are
supposed to do, this is your role in the proceedings’. The applicants had to just listen

to the commissioner; he would not take it from them. I believe that the commissioner’s

conduct would have been better if I had been there: he would have been cautious of not
overstepping his mandate.

35. The workers told him they are not late, but the commissioner insisted that they were

late. This issue was not even raised by the employer. He said they ought ot have

referred it before the end of September. The workers explained to him that they only
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referred it in October because they had been engaging the company and were having a
better response. Only when that did not work, did they declare a dispute.

36. If he really thought there was a condonation issue, the commissioner ought to have

issued his condonation ruling on that day. There was enough time to do that. The
hearing lasted for more than five hours, it started at 09h00 and went up until about
14h30. It was not necessary for him to take 14 days.

37. After the conciliation meeting we asked if we could remain on the roof for a short

report-back but the commissioner refused. The workers were unhappy with the way in
which the commissioner handled the hearing.

They felt that he was biased.

I

accompanied them to lodge a complaint with the convening senior commissioner, who
said he would speak to the commissioner. We have not had any feedback on this.

38. The last day for the ruling was 25 March 2016, but up until now it is not available. The

workers have told me they are worried that the commissioner is colluding with the

employer to delay the dispute. I have made enquiries and the CCMA office has told me
that they do not have any ruling in their files. So this means that the commissioner has

not made any ruling. This dispute has been delayed since October 2015 and there is no
progress. It has not even been called to arbitration stage.

______________________________
BONGANI BUNYONYO
I certify that the Deponent has acknowledged that he knows and understands the
contents of this Affidavit which was sworn to before me at _________on this
___day of April 2016, and that the provisions of the Regulations contained in
Government Notice R1258 of 21 July 1972 (as amended) were complied with.
___________________________
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
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FOUNDING AFFIDAVIT

_____________________________________________________________________
I, the undersigned,

IGHSAAN SCHROEDER
1

solemnly affirm that:
1. I am an adult man and the coordinator of the First Applicant (‘CWAO’), which has

authorized me to depose to this affidavit on its behalf.

2. The facts herein contained are, unless the contrary appears from the context, within my

own personal knowledge. They are, to the best of my knowledge and belief, both true

and correct. Where I make submissions of a legal nature, I rely on the advice of my
legal representatives.
The Parties
3. The First Applicant is the Casual Workers Advice Office (‘CWAO’), a non-profit

organization operating as a community advice office and registered with the
Department of Social Development under the Nonprofit Organisations Act 71 of 1997

(‘the NPO Act’). Its constitution and certificate of registration are attached marked
CWAO1 and CWAO2.

4. CWAO brings this application:

4.1. on its own behalf, insofar as its objective is to assist precarious workers to extend
and to access their rights;

4.2. on behalf of the persons referred to in Annexures A, who want and need adequate

representation in pursuit of the disputes they have referred to access statutory rights

and protections, but who cannot afford legal representation and who are not
members of registered trade unions;

4.3. on behalf of the class of persons comprising all employees who wish to be

represented in statutory conciliation and arbitration proceedings before the CCMA,
but who are not members of registered trade unions and cannot afford legal
representation; and
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4.4. in the public interest.
5. Annexure A was prepared from our centralized case register by CWAO’s Bongani

Bunyonyo, whose affidavit accompanies this application. It is a list of disputes

precarious workers have referred to the CCMA and councils with CWAO’s help. In
every case, those workers wish or have wished to be represented in CCMA proceedings
either by CWAO, or by a fellow-employee or fellow party to the dispute. However,

because the impugned rule expressly precludes them from being so represented, they
cannot even apply to the commissioner for such representation. Some of the disputes
referred to in Annexure A are already completed and the workers involved in these case

have already been prejudiced. Others are currently in process, or have yet to be heard,
and the workers involved are being or will be prejudiced. The Second Applicant is one

of those workers. It is logistically impractical to join every individual worker. CWAO
acts in their interests and on their behalf.

6. It is likewise impractical for all employees who want to be represented in the CCMA

proceedings, but who cannot afford legal representation and are not members of
registered trade unions, to bring this case representing themselves. This case is made

possibly only through the efforts of the CWAO, the Black Sash, the Maokeng Advice

& Resource Centre, and pro-bono legal counsel. The Black Sash joins with CWAO in
representing this class of person.

7. The Second Applicant is Ntombifuthi Dlada, a precarious worker employed through a

labour broker at Dickon Hall (Pty) Ltd, a food manufacturer in Southdale, Gauteng.
She is one of the people listed in Annexure A, and one amongst the approximately eight
thousand precarious workers CWAO has assisted over the past year to access and
enforce new rights enacted to protect them.

8. The Third Applicant is the Black Sash, a registered non-profit organization with its

head office at Mowbray. The affidavit of its National Director, Lynette Maart,

accompanies this application. The Black Sash joins with CWAO in acting for the class
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of persons comprising employees who are not members of registered trade unions and

who cannot afford legal representation, but nevertheless wish to be represented in
proceedings before the CCMA. As a veteran human rights organisation closely
connected to the community advice office movement in South Africa since 1958, the

Black Sash is uniquely placed to act in the interests of those people whose only access
to legal representation and advice is through community advice offices.

9. The First Respondent is the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration

(‘the CCMA’), a juristic person established by section 112 of the Labour Relations Act
66 of 1996 (‘the LRA’), which made the impugned rule (through the Second
Respondent).

10. The Second Respondent is the Governing Body of the CCMA established by section

116 of the LRA, whose acts are the acts of the CCMA.

11. The Third Respondent is Daniel Dube, cited in his nominal capacity as the Chairperson

of the CCMA’s Governing Body.

12. The Fourth Respondent is the Minister of Labour (currently Ms Mildred Oliphant) who

is responsible for the application and administration of the LRA. No relief is sought
against the Minister, who is cited only insofar as she may have an interest in the matter.
This Application

13. In this application, we ask the Court to review and set aside rule 25(1)(a) of the CCMA

rules (‘the impugned rule’), which restricts the rights of workers to adequate

representation in conciliation and arbitration proceedings before the CCMA. We ask
that the Court correct the rule, by providing for workers to be represented by registered
community advice offices, fellow-employees, and fellow-parties to disputes, as well as
by other persons where this will ensure procedural fairness.
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14. The wellspring of this application is a paradox: the LRA has been amended to protect

vulnerable employees engaged in ‘non-standard’ employment. But the impugned rule

prevents those vulnerable employees from accessing the new protections. Although it

was the plight especially of non-standard workers which provoked this challenge, it is
clear that the rule equally prejudices all workers in our country who need representation
in order fairly and effectively to resolve disputes with their employers.

15. In this affidavit I first describe the Casual Workers Advice Office: one of a national

network of community advice offices, it focusses on supporting precarious workers. I
show how their precariousness is at once the cause, and the effect, of these workers not

being unionised. I describe the amendments to the LRA which were passed in order to

protect them, and CWAO’s experience of assisting precarious workers to enforce their
new rights. In this manner, I illustrate how the impugned rule operates to block access
to these rights by the very workers intended to benefit from them.

16. I next set out the arguments in favour of all workers being permitted the requested

representation, before discussing the legal grounds for our challenge. In brief, those
grounds are that the impugned rule:

16.1. is invalid, because it unjustifiably limits workers’ constitutional rights to fair
administrative action and to a ‘fair hearing’ before a tribunal;

16.2. is not authorized by the LRA, properly construed in light of the constitution and
its purpose; and

16.3. is unreasonable.
17. Lastly, I discuss the Order sought: the review and setting aside of the impugned rule

together with its correction (or temporary correction and remission).

18. Whilst I rely on legal advice for the more technical submissions made in this affidavit,

the facts and submissions set out herein are informed also by my working experience
5

of some thirty-five years during which I have continuously engaged with workers’
rights as a trade union organiser, an educator, a labour researcher and an advice office
worker (my abridged curriculum vitae is annexed marked CWAO3).
Jurisdiction
19. The Labour Court has jurisdiction to determine this matter by virtue of sections 157(2)

and/or 158(1)(g) of the LRA:

19.1. Section 157(2) provides for the Labour Court’s concurrent jurisdiction with the

High Court in respect of the violation of a constitutional right arising from
employment and labour relations, and the application of the LRA, for which the
Minister is responsible.

19.2. Section 158(1)(g) provides for the Labour Court to review the performance of

any function provided for in the LRA; the impugned rule is made by the CCMA
Governing Body in the exercise of its powers under section 115(2A)(k) of the
LRA.

The Casual Workers Advice Office (‘CWAO’)
20. CWAO is a registered, non-profit, independent community advice office founded in

October 2011 to provide free advice and support to workers, with an emphasis on
casual, contract, labour broker and other precarious workers. I attach, marked CWAO4,
a printout from the home page of its website which is at www.cwao.org.za.

21. Precarious workers are amongst the most vulnerable: they perform low-paid work, have

little job security, and are largely un-organised by the trade unions. Precarious workers
have little knowledge of their rights, and because of their weak bargaining position they
are seldom able to enforce them.
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22. CWAO is registered with the Department of Social Development under the Nonprofit

Organisations Act 71 of 1997 (‘the NPO Act’). The NPO Act recognises the crucial

contribution of non-profit organisations, and regulates them in the public interest.1 The
Director of Nonprofit Organisations only registers community advice offices if their
constitutions comply with the provisions of the NPO Act.2 We are required to submit,

annually, a narrative report, our financial statements and our accounting officer’s
report.3 The NPO Act expressly enjoins organs of state to implement their policies in

a manner designed to promote, support and enhance the capacity of non-profit
organisations to perform their functions.4

23. CWAO is supported by international donor funding.5 Our offices, which are open

Monday to Saturday, are close to the Germiston train station, easily accessed by
residents of the surrounding townships and informal settlements.6 Our three staff

members assisted 2600 individual workers in 2012; this grew to almost 7000 in 2015.7
In addition to walk-in advice, we provide telephonic advice to workers who send a free
‘please call me’ to our advertised number. There were 13 688 responses to this service
in 2014.

24. CWAO staff visit workplaces on request to hold information meetings with larger

groups of workers. We conduct worker education through workshops, pamphlets,
posters, community radio and on the internet, including, most recently, three short films
dramatizing the new rights for precarious workers (posted on our website and on
YouTube).

Section 2 of the NPO Act.
Section 12 of the NPO Act.
3
Section 18(1)(a) of the NPO Act.
4
Section 3 of the NPO Act.
5
The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation (Mott) of the USA, the Fonds Voor Ontwikkelingsaamenwerking (FOS)
of Belgium, the Humanist Institute for Co-operation (Hivos) of the Netherlands, and Solidar Suisse of
Switzerland.
6
Katlehong, Vosloorus, Tembisa and Thokoza as well as the surrounding informal settlements like Primrose,
Makhause, Marathon, Rasta and Dukhatole.
7
CWAO staff assisted in 273 cases directly involving 6829 workers, but from which an estimated 13 000
workers stood to benefit.
1
2
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25. CWAO works closely with the Association of Community-Based Advice Offices of

South Africa (‘ACAOSA’) and the National Alliance for the Development of
Community Advice Officers (‘NADCAO’), an alliance of over three hundred

community advice offices across South Africa, whose website is at www.nadcao.org.za.
The history and form of ACAOSA and NADCAO are discussed in more detail in the
accompanying affidavit of Lynette Maart, who describes the involvement of the Black
Sash in establishing and supporting these organisations.

26. We provide support and training to smaller community advice offices, including

ACAOSA affiliates nationally.

We produce worker rights resources including a

practical handbook on Worker Rights and a companion CD containing up-to-date

information on Bargaining Council agreements and Sectoral Determinations (also
available on our website).

27. Historically, South African community advice offices played a central role in

supporting and mobilising working class communities to fight injustice. I attach,

marked CWAO5, a World Bank 2013 Justice and Development Working Paper which
places the community advice office movement in context.8

28. Although the Bill of Rights today promises comprehensive rights and freedoms to all

South Africans, most remain unable to enforce them: community advice offices
continue to provide the necessary physical space and resources to empower

communities through education, self-organisation, alternative dispute resolution, and
access to the formal legal system (which remains inaccessible to most).

29. Access to justice is a primary concern of community advice offices, which assist people

without the means to afford legal representation. For this reason, NADCAO and its

predecessors engaged energetically in deliberations around the Legal Practice Bill. One
Dugard & Drage “To whom Do the People Take Their Issues?” The Contribution of Community-Based
Paralegals to Access to Justice in South Africa World Bank 2013 Justice and Development working paper series
# 21/2013 provides an account of the historic role played by community advice offices from the advent of
apartheid in 1948 through the transition to the constitutional era at pages 4-10.
8
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of the issues which is consistently raised is workers’ need for (non-legal) representation
at the CCMA. A November 2015 report prepared by the Indiba-Africa Group for funder

Mott Foundation on the Community Advice Office Portfolio had only two
recommendations for government, including that it ‘ought to also amend the Labour

Relations Act to allow wider rights of representation to more categories of labour/legal

practitioners and representatives, including Community Based Paralegals (‘CBPs’)
that are currently excluded from representing clients at both CCMA conciliation and

arbitration proceedings.’ And the Centre for Rural Legal Studies, in a pamphlet I

attach marked CWAO6 focussing on the 2002 Sectoral Determination for Agriculture,
notes that fewer than five per cent of farm workers are unionised, and recommends
‘lobbying for extended services to farm workers through advice office rights to
represent workers at CCMA’.

30. CWAO supported the Black Sash’s initiative to establish the Dullah Omar School,

which runs annual training for paralegals working for community advice offices
countrywide, as is more fully described in the accompanying affidavit of Lynette Maart.

CWAO provided training materials and ran modules on labour law at both the 2015 and

2016 schools. I attach a news report which appeared in the Business Day on 25 January
2016 describing the Dullah Omar School marked CWAO7.
Precarious Workers
31. There has been significant growth in precarious work over the past few decades,

globally and in South Africa. A 2015 International Labour Organisation (ILO) report,

World Employment and Social Outlook 2015 (attached marked CWAO8), states that
only one quarter of the world’s workers are now in permanent, full-time jobs. The

remainder are either casual, contract, temporary agency workers or self-employed.

Official statistics suggest that at least one third of South Africa’s workforce is made up

of precarious workers, and anecdotal evidence suggests the figure is much higher.
Statistics South Africa’s Quarterly Labour Force Survey for the fourth quarter 2015
9

reported that 39 per cent of the workforce had contracts of limited or unspecified

duration. The generalised data appeared at page 211 of the Survey (extracts from which
are attached marked CWAO13), and an additional download made available on the

Sats SA site provided the spreadsheet showing trends between 2008 and 2015, the
relevant extract from which (Table 3.8c) is attached marked CWAO9.

32. Precarious workers have fewer rights in the workplace than permanent workers. They

have no job security, perform low paid, demeaning jobs, and are excluded from benefits

such as provident fund or medical aid membership. Their wages tend to be lower than
those of permanent employees performing the same work.

33. The trade unions have failed to organize precarious workers. As they are employed for

short periods, and in different workplaces, they have been unable to combine forces to

bargain collectively in order to defend or to improve their conditions of employment.

That they are unorganised increases their precariousness: the combination of having
fewer rights and being unorganized disempowers them more than standard workers in

relation to their employers. Employers have taken advantage of this: precarious

employment has increased dramatically, as has what the legislature has identified as
‘abusive’ employment practices (including circumvention of LRA and other
employment law protections and minimum standards).

34. This combination of increasing numbers, systematic abuse and vulnerability is what

prompted the legislature to intervene to protect low-paid, vulnerable employees in non-

standard employment, who have lacked the means to protect themselves.9 These
The Memorandum of Objects, Labour Relations Amendment Bill, 2012 at page 21 (‘the Memorandum’)
states, at the outset, that a theme of the proposed amendments is to ‘respon[d] to the increased informalisation
of labour to ensure that vulnerable categories of workers receive adequate protection and are employed in
conditions of decent work … [and] … ensur[e] that labour legislation gives effect to fundamental
Constitutional rights including the right of fair labour practices, to engage in collective bargaining and [the]
right to equality and protection from discrimination.’ It explains (at pages 23 and 24) that the new sections
198A and B provide ‘key additional protections for more vulnerable workers’ (those who earn below beneath
the Ministerial threshold prescribed in terms of section 6(3) of the BCEA).
9
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workers are, by definition, low earners who cannot afford legal representation, and who
are also not represented by registered trade unions.

35. As numbers of precarious workers have increased, there has been a decline in the

number of workers represented by trade unions. In November 2014 the Mail &

Guardian reported that unionisation of the workforce was at its peak in 1997 but had
dropped from 45.2 per cent to just over 25 per cent of the workforce in 2012. I attach

the article marked CWAO10. The February 2015 South Africa Survey (published by
the South African Institute of Race Relations, press release attached marked CWAO11

reported that fewer than one in five South Africans are choosing to join trade unions,
and the Mail & Guardian reported in July 2015 that union membership had decreased

by 17000 over the past year (CWAO12). I attach, marked CWAO13, an extract from
the 2015 fourth Quarterly Labour Force Survey produced by Statistics South Africa,
which reports that just 27 per cent of the employed population are union members.

36. Commentators suggest that young workers no longer see the relevance of trade

unions,10 that trade unions no longer genuinely represent the interests of workers but

only the financial interests of their leaders (see the Business Day article citing an
internal Cosatu organisational report attached marked CWAO14, as well as
CWAO12), and that there has been an explosion of casualised workers who are difficult

to organise.11 That workers are taking action outside of the traditional trade union
movement is evident from the recent mine-workers struggles culminating in the
massacre at Marikana, and a wave of farmworkers’ strikes. This trend mirrors the
decline of labour unions as the dominant model of worker representation worldwide.12

The SAIRR press release attached marked CWAO8.
The Mail&Guardian reports attached marked CWAO7 and CWAO9.
12
See for example Immanuel Ness (ed) New Forms of Worker Organisation 2014 PM Press; B Scully From the
shop floor to the kitchen table: the shifting centre of precarious workers’ politics in South Africa (2015) Review
of African Political Economy; G Standing The Precariat: The New Dangerous Class Bloomsbury, London
2011; Czarzasty, Gajewska & Mrozowicki Institutions and Strategies: Trends and Obstacles to Recruiting
Workers into Trade Unions in Poland (2014) British Journal of Industrial Relations; Lindell (ed) Africa’s
10
11
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37. As the number of workers represented by registered trade unions declines, the Rule

restricting representation to officials or office bearers of registered unions prejudices
the growing number of workers who are not members of registered trade unions, which
in many instances fail to represent their interests.

38. The highest levels of union membership are in the public sector and mining. Public

sector employees refer their disputes to the General Public Service Sector Bargaining

Council (GPSSBC) which permits representation by a fellow-employee.13 Low levels
of unionisation in sectors like manufacturing, retail, and agriculture means that very
few employees are able to be represented in CCMA processes.

Traditional trade unions not appropriate organisational form for precarious workers
39. The trade union movement adopted an organisational form suited to the relatively stable

workforce which it organised from the early 1970s onwards. Stable, democratic

structures were founded on this stable workforce. Workers elected shop stewards who

could represent their interests for several years: through their trade unions they were
trained to negotiate, to represent members in disciplinary enquiries, to run democratic

meetings. A stable income from subscriptions enabled unions to establish resourced
local offices and to employ full time organisers. Workers mandated their
representatives at factory-level meetings; shop stewards’ councils held on Saturdays

took decisions on everything from individual dismissal cases to national wage policy.
Thus, a democratic, worker-controlled movement was built upon participation at the
level of the shop floor.

40. Today’s workforce is unstable in time and place: the composition of the workforce in a

workplace is fluid and dynamic. Precarious workers with intermittent employment are

not able to participate effectively in stable union structures. Yet they need to organise
informal workers: Collective agency, alliances and trans-national organising in urban Africa Zed Books,
London 2010.
13
This is discussed in more detail in paragraph 88 below.
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themselves, on a short-term basis, in a particular workplace, issue by issue. They need
to associate across workplaces and industries to build unity, share information, and train
a layer of people who, like shop stewards, develop skills in bargaining with employers
to improve conditions and in representing workers in disciplinary matters. All this is
what gives rise to the need for the physical space, advice and resources of organisations
like CWAO.

41. This is reinforced by evidence that traditional forms of collective bargaining are no

longer effective, which trend was noted towards the end of last year by the head of the

ILO in South Africa, as well as by our Minister of Labour (as reported in The Star,
attached marked CWAO15). Meanwhile, new forms of worker organisation have
indeed been emerging, both in South Africa and globally.14

42. At CWAO, my colleagues and I are in daily contact with workers, in particular

precarious workers. Groups of workers hold meetings at our offices, and general
meetings often take place on Saturday mornings. At these meetings workers have

discussed their problems with not being able to be represented at the CCMA. Despite

the fact that CWAO enjoys a good relationship with trade unions such as General
Industries Workers Unions of South Africa and the Democratic Postal and
Communication Union, workers in the general meetings repeatedly say that they do not

wish to join a registered trade union. Many workers have expressed disillusionment
with the trade unions they have had contact with or been members of in the past.

Occasionally workers who are members of registered trade unions nevertheless come
to CWAO for help, because their unions are not assisting them.

43. The overwhelming majority of workers we assist are not members of registered trade

unions and cannot be represented in CCMA proceedings. Denying them representation

impedes their access to justice and their ability to enforce their new rights. This is
14

As to which, see paragraph 36 above and footnote 12.
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especially ironic considering that the purpose of the amendments was precisely to
protect those very workers.

The LRA Amendments: New Rights for Precarious Workers
44. Amendments to the LRA came into effect in January 2015. Significant amongst the

amendments is a number of new rights and protections for the very workers CWAO

supports: precarious workers employed through labour brokers, fixed term contract
workers, and part-time workers (collectively referred to in the LRA as employees
engaged in ‘non-standard’ employment).

45. The amended provisions potentially enhance precarious workers’ employment security,

and protect them from super-exploitation by providing for their terms and conditions of

employment to match those of permanent workers,15 wherever work lasts for more than
three months.

46. Certain ‘abusive’ employment practices (especially those aimed at avoiding the

prohibition on unfair dismissal) are targeted by the amendments:16 in particular,
workers placed by labour brokers are deemed to be employed by the client if they are

not performing ‘genuinely temporary work’,17 and employers are required to justify
limiting the term of a fixed term contract with reference to external, objective factors.18
47. The LRA provides for precarious workers to access and enforce these new rights

through the CCMA (and accredited councils).19

48. CWAO’s experience of assisting precarious workers to access and to enforce these new

rights has taught us that:

Section 198A(5), section 198B(8) and section 198C(3) and (5).
The Memorandum (above note 9) at page 21.
17
Section 198A(3) of the LRA.
18
Section 198B(3) of the LRA.
19
Section 198D(1) of the LRA.
15
16
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48.1. more often than not, it is a group of similarly-situated employees who seek to

enforce the new rights - as distinct from disputes about unfair dismissals or
unfair labour practices which often involve single employees; and

48.2. interpreting the amended LRA provisions, and realising the new protections, is
complex, legally and practically.

Precarious workers attempt to access the new rights
49. CWAO publicised the proposed amendments to LRA section 198 once they were

gazetted in August 2014. From early-2015 workers in their hundreds began to visit our

offices seeking further information and advice about how the amendments would affect
them. In response, CWAO ran workshops, prepared information leaflets (an example

of which is attached marked CWAO16), and produced short film dramas. By mid2015 we had to increase our staff complement from four to nine, and move into bigger
premises.

50. Equipped with information about their new rights, precarious workers waited patiently

between January and April 2015 for the three-month grace period to expire.20 What
precarious workers valued most was the prospect of job security: the majority of

precarious workers who approached our offices were performing ongoing work, but
were notionally placed at their workplaces through labour brokers, who could move
them around or terminate their services at will.

They looked forward to being

recognised by the ‘client’ company in charge of the actual workplace as its employees,21
and to receiving wages and benefits on the whole no less favourable than those of
permanent employees performing similar work.22

Most of the new rights only apply where workers have been in employment for more than three months, and
access to some rights was expressly suspended for the first three months after the amendments came into effect
on 1 January 2015: see LRA sections 198A(9), 198B(8) and 198C(4).
21
As provided for by the amended section 198A(3).
22
As provided for by the amended sections 198A(5) and 198B(8).
20
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51. However, these new rights did not easily vest in precarious workers on 1 April 2015.

In our experience, most employers simply ignored them, and waited to see whether

their employees had the means to enforce them. Many employers were buttressed in
ignoring the plain provisions of the LRA by the vigorous campaign of the

Confederation of Associations in the Private Employment Sector (‘CAPES’) to protect
the business interests of its members in the face of the amendments (CWAO17 is a
document downloaded from the African Professional Staffing Organisation’s website
illustrating the vigorous nature of this lobby).

52. From 1 April 2015, precarious workers with access to CWAO assistance began to

declare disputes with employers who refused to recognise their new rights. CWAO
assisted these workers to refer their disputes to the CCMA (and bargaining councils
with jurisdiction).

53. By late 2015 our office records showed that CWAO had assisted some 6500 workers

to refer about 150 disputes to the CCMA and 7 bargaining councils.23 Annexure A
shows that these numbers had increased to 7174 workers in 172 disputes by 25 February
2016. The cases tabulated in Annexure A are in respect only of section 198A-related
disputes, including workers dismissed for exercising their section 198A rights;

Annexure A excludes other cases taken up by CWAO in respect of different types of
dispute.

54. Disputes were being set down almost daily for conciliation, pre-arbitration conferences,

and arbitrations. Comparing our records to the totals reported by the CCMA in its nonstandard employment newsletter (attached marked CWAO18) it appears (at pages 5

and 6) that CWAO referrals accounted for just over 50 per cent of referrals under

The National Bargaining Council for the Chemical Industry, the National Bargaining Council for the Road
Freight Industry, the Metal and Engineering Industries Bargaining Council, the Motor Industries Bargaining
Council, the Bargaining Council for the Civil Engineering Industry, the Transnet Bargaining Council and the
South African Local Government Bargaining Council.
23
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sections 198A and B nationally, and approximately 88 per cent of the referrals in
Gauteng province.

Features of the disputes
55. The disputes share the following characteristics, as is more fully described below:

55.1.

large numbers of employees;

55.2.

legal complexity;

55.3.

difficulties with representation due to rule 25.

56. Many of the disputes involve large numbers of workers - in some cases, the entire

workforce in a workplace: the dispute with Mpumalanga Discount Wire and Fence
involved its entire complement of 91 employees, the Shoprite Distribution Centre
dispute involved 915 employees, the Pharmaceutical Contractors dispute involved 660

employees, the Caxton Printers dispute involved 187 employees, and the disputes with
Spar and Dickon Hall involved 268 and 274 employees respectively.24

57. Also, although the meaning of the new LRA provisions initially appeared clear to us,

and to the workers who poured through our doors, it turned out that their interpretation
was legally complex. For instance:

57.1. the meaning and effect of the s198A(3) provision deeming labour broker
workers to be employed by the client, if they were not performing a temporary
service, became the subject of hot and protracted legal contestation;25

Respectively the cases listed as numbers 135, 94, 101, 28, 123 and 162 on Annexure A.
In the well-known ‘test case’ the Labour Court in Assign Services(Pty) Ltd v CCMA and others (2015) 36
ILJ 2853 (LC) overturned the CCMA’s decision that the ‘deemed’ client became the new employer of the
workers; this is shortly due to be reconsidered on appeal to the LAC.
24
25
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57.2. whether certain employers styling themselves ‘service providers’ are in fact

Temporary Employment Services as defined in the LRA has been the subject of

several difficult arbitrations,26 as has the identity of the ‘client’ where one labour
broker subcontracts several other labour brokers;27

57.3. many employers have refused to equalise wages and conditions: to collate and
prove the wages of the permanent workers is a complex task, and some

employers dispute the timing or mechanism of equalisation – for instance, Luxor

Paints (Pty) Ltd insists on its right to ‘phase in’ equalisation over three years,
and has even concluded a collective agreement with a registered union in the
workplace to this effect;28 and

57.4. precarious employees who take steps to enforce their new rights are frequently
victimised: as is more fully described in the accompanying affidavit of CWAO’s
Bongani Bunyonyo, the principal applicants in a number of our matters have

been dismissed. As the struggles of workers’ in the seventies and eighties taught
us, mere legislation is not enough - it will take skill and persistence to make the
new rights come alive and ‘stick’.

58. Rule 25 of the CCMA rules governs representation at conciliation and arbitration

proceedings. It provides for workers to:
58.1. appear in person, or
58.2. to be represented only by:

In the dispute between 103 employees of Bidvest TMS placed at the Nampak warehouse (number 74 on
Annexure A) commissioner Serero ruled that Bidvest was a TES, but because the bargaining council lacked
jurisdiction this decision was reviewed and the matter transferred to the CCMA; in the dispute between 201
workers employed through Contra-Force at Chep Equipment (number 124 on Annexure A), commissioner
Shardlow ruled that Contractaforce was a TES, and this decision too has been taken on review.
27
In the dispute between employees of Adfusion employed at the Shoprite Distribution Centre (number 94 on
Annexure A).
28
In the dispute between 87 employees employed at Luxor Paints (Pty) Ltd through labour broker Transman
(number 143 on Annexure A).
26
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58.2.1.

a legal practitioner, or

58.2.2.

an official, office bearer or member of their registered trade union.29

59. The precarious workers CWAO assists:

59.1. cannot, for practical reasons, all appear in person when they have referred a

dispute as a group; (the employer will not allow them to take time off en-masse,

the CCMA cannot accommodate large groups of workers in hearing rooms, and
Commissioners are not trained to conduct mass hearings);

59.2. are not able adequately to present and argue section 198A-C cases on their own:
these cases require, in the main, careful factual analysis and legal interpretation;

59.3. cannot be represented by officials of registered trade unions, because they are
not organised by the registered trade unions; and

59.4. cannot afford legal representation.
60. Paradoxically, therefore, the impugned rule works against the purpose of the

amendment: the very group of workers which both CWAO and the amendment seek to

protect is the same group to whom the rule denies effective representation, and, through
that representation, protection. A mechanism derived from the legislation itself (the
rule) stands in the way of that legislation achieving its purpose.

CWAO’s attempts to engage with the difficulties around representation
61. During the first wave of statutory hearings, I made concerted efforts to organise a group

of progressive lawyers who would be prepared to represent workers free of charge. I
did not succeed. Only one progressive lawyer has been willing to assist, for very low

fees, but the sheer number of cases, as well as the fact that cases are frequently
29

Rule 25(1)(a)(ii) and 25(1)(b).
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scheduled simultaneously, and at different locations, has made it impossible for him to
carry the load on his own.

62. From time to time we have been obliged to instruct attorneys’ firms, whose daily fees,

even when ‘reduced’ (as may be seen from the attached correspondence marked

CWAO19) are almost double the seven thousand rand monthly salary earned by our
advice office personnel. This is clearly unsustainable.

63. Where an attorney is to represent a group of employees, that attorney must have a signed

power of attorney from each applicant. Collecting and safe-guarding hundreds of

signed powers of attorney is administratively burdensome. It is time-consuming and
delays the launching of a referral.

64. As CWAO is not permitted to refer a dispute on behalf of a group of employees, names

and ID numbers of every single affected worker must be collected, as the CCMA

otherwise refuses to accept a referral. The Second Applicant describes how this

practice delayed the resolution of the dispute between workers employed through a
labour broker at Dickon Hall.

65. Where an attorney has not been available to represent workers, CWAO has attempted

to assist them to prepare for their hearings. It is however rarely possible to anticipate
the arguments which might be made by the employer parties at arbitration. The
employers are without exception well represented - either by lawyers or by experienced

employers’ organisation officials. Precarious workers are ill-equipped to deal with the

novel and often complex legal arguments surrounding the proper interpretation and
application of the amended LRA section 198.

66. In an effort to support, assist and advise workers during statutory arbitration CWAO

staff have accompanied workers to hearings. However, they have been frequently
excluded from hearing venues by commissioners. On one such occasion, on 11

November 2015, when our advice officer Jacob Mohlophehi (whose supporting
20

affidavit is attached) was refused permission to observe Calvin Shai’s arbitration at the

Benoni CCMA,30 I made a formal written complaint to the Senior Convening
Commissioner, who immediately issued an instruction that we be permitted to sit in on
arbitration hearings as observers (attached marked CWAO20). However, we continue

to be excluded even from this observer status at hearings at other CCMA offices, and
at most councils.

67. Where larger groups of workers have attended hearings as applicants, proceedings have

been unpredictable and chaotic:

67.1. Firstly, we have experienced insurmountable problems in securing time-off from
work: employers are disinclined to allow their entire workforce to attend

statutory conciliations and arbitrations. In the recent case of Desmond Shai and
40 others versus LG Electronics and Primeserv31 only four applicants were able

to attend the hearing. The commissioner dismissed the case of those who were
not present.

67.2. Secondly, CCMA and bargaining council hearing rooms are unable to
accommodate more than fifteen or twenty workers at one time. Workers have
ended up standing around in reception areas for long periods, which is disruptive
to CCMA operations. Again, the Second Applicant describes

67.3. Thirdly, commissioners, who, in the absence of any representative, ought to see
and hear from each applicant, are hampered in their task of quick, informal
dispute resolution. Commissioners are neither trained nor equipped to conduct

mass hearings. There are no standard procedures for obtaining consensus to
Calvin Shai v Active Pallet case number GAEK 6776-15 (number 45 on Annexure A) which was heard at the
Benoni CCMA on 11 November 2015.
31
Case number GPRFBC35888 (number 83 on Annexure A) heard at the Road Freight Bargaining Council on 9
February 2016, attended by CWAO’s Bongani Bunyonyo (whose confirmatory affidavit is attached).
30
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settlement in a big group, for instance, or for dispensing with the evidence of
one individual on the basis that it will probably be identical to that of another.

67.4. The manner in which a commissioner handled the Dickon Hall dispute, which

illustrates some of these problems, is described by the Second Applicant in her
affidavit.

68. This difficult situation has resulted in the various dispute resolution bodies adopting

arbitrary policies and procedures which are nowhere authorised in the empowering

legislation or Rules – including instructing groups of applicants to elect three or four of
their number to be present in the hearing room, whilst excluding the rest.

69. A case in point was the matter between Thabiso Mokumo and 914 others versus

Shoprite Distribution Centre and others which has been heard at the Tshwane offices

of the CCMA on a number of occasions in late 2015 and 2016 (number 94 on Annexure
A). In this matter, workers could not be accommodated either in the reception area or
in the hearing rooms, and the commissioner told them to delegate ten of their number

to sit in with him. The commissioner proceeded, without verifying powers of attorney
or the identity of the disputants. The respondents were represented by some six
attorneys from different law firms. The supporting affidavit of CWAO’s Thabang
Mohlala, who was in attendance, is attached.
The effect of the impugned Rule
70. This, then, is the paradox which drives this application: the very people who cannot

access the protection of the section 198 amendments are those for whom the amendment
was designed.

71. The (probably unintended) effect of the impugned Rule is to deny adequate

representation to most employees, which:
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71.1. is in conflict with various of the objectives of the LRA including the promotion
of social justice, effective dispute resolution, and the protection of vulnerable
non-standard employees;

71.2. compromises workers’ rights to a fair hearing; and
71.3. unjustifiably differentiates on grounds of social class, employment status, trade
union membership, education and language.

72. We are advised that the Rule is invalid because it is unconstitutional, for the reasons

more fully set out hereunder.

73. Alternatively, we are advised that the making of the Rule is administrative action, which

stands to be reviewed and set aside because it is unlawful and unreasonable.

74. We are further advised that, although our Courts have held that the rules of

administrative tribunals are to be read as to provide for a decision-maker to exercise a
discretion in every case to permit representation if fairness so requires, a ‘test case’

approach (in which we would challenge a commissioner for failing to exercise that
discretion following Hamata and Dladla) is unlikely to succeed. This is because, Rule

25 having been made by the CCMA in the exercise of a public power, a commissioner
would exceed her powers were she to permit representation other than in accordance
with the Rule.

The Rule is invalid, unlawful, and unreasonable
75. The Rule is invalid because it is unconstitutional. It unjustifiably limits workers’

section 9, 18, 23, 33 and 34 rights to equality, freedom of association, fair labour
practices, fair administrative action and access to courts, by:

75.1. unfairly discriminating against them in an arbitrary fashion, by privileging the
minority of workers who belong to registered trade unions, and the even smaller
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minority who have the financial means to afford legal representation, and by
advantaging those with superior education or English mother-tongue;

75.2. interfering with their right not to associate with registered trade unions which
are not representing their interests, because, lacking access to CCMA

representation, they fear they will be at a disadvantage should they be dismissed;
75.3. unjustifiably limiting their ability to vindicate their rights to fair labour practices,

by disadvantaging them in the dispute resolution processes established by the
LRA for the purpose of giving effect to the right to fair labour practices;

75.4. infringing their right to administrative action that is procedurally fair (arbitration
of disputes under the LRA being administrative action); and

75.5. infringing their right to a fair public hearing (an arbitration hearing being an
independent tribunal resolving a dispute by the application of law).

76. The Rule is unlawful because it is not authorized by the empowering statute: the LRA

cannot confer upon the CCMA the power to act unconstitutionally, or to make a Rule

which infringes constitutional rights. In making the Rule, the CCMA acts ultra vires
and has exceeded its powers. On a proper construction of section 115(2A)(k) of the
LRA, read with other relevant provisions of the LRA and the Constitution, the CCMA
is not empowered to make the Rule, which, amongst others, conflicts with LRA sections

1, 3 and 138, and undermines access to new rights enacted specifically to protect
vulnerable non-standard employees.

77. The Rule is, furthermore, unreasonable, not being rationally related to the purpose for

which the power was conferred. The purpose for which the power was conferred is, as

stated in subsection (5) of the Rule itself, to promote inexpensive and expeditious
dispute resolution in a manner that is equitable to all the parties:
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77.1. For ordinary workers to be able to enforce their rights to fair labour practices,

the dispute resolution process must indeed be inexpensive. Yet the Rule works

against this, by fettering the discretion of a commissioner to permit such
representation as is necessitated by the nature of the questions of law, the
complexity of the matter, or the imbalance in the comparative abilities of the
parties to deal with the dispute. In such an instance, the commissioner has

discretion to allow only a legal practitioner – a form of representation that a
worker is least likely to be able to afford (legal practitioners alone are entitled to

charge a fee). By excluding other types of representation, the Rule works
directly against its purpose of promoting inexpensive dispute resolution.

77.2. For disputes to be resolved expeditiously, technical and practical problems must

not be permitted to get in the way (as illustrated by the facts of the Dickon Hall
case, amongst others):

77.2.1.Dispute resolution is not expedited, but is delayed unnecessarily, when
the CCMA refuses to process referrals from larger groups of workers until

they have compiled and submitted exhaustive lists of names and ID
numbers;

77.2.2.Dispute resolution is impaired when commissioners are obliged to deal

separately with each individual member of a large group of workers,
simply because the rules do not recognise any form of collective
representation other than a registered trade union.

77.3. It is not equitable to deny workers the support, assistance and advice of a
representative when they need it. As I set out in more details below, many South

African workers have low levels of education, find it difficult to navigate formal
procedures, are uninformed about the law and about their rights, cannot express

themselves adequately in spoken or written English, and are vulnerable to
attempts to bully, pressurize and compromise them.
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78. For the reasons and in the circumstances described in this affidavit, the CCMA has, in

making the impugned Rule, unreasonably disregarded:

78.1. workers’ constitutional rights, and the relevant provisions of the LRA, the NPO,
and ILO conventions;

78.2. the established principles of procedural fairness;
78.3. urgent, prevalent concerns about ordinary South Africans’ access to justice, in

circumstances of rising inequality and the increasing complexity of employment
law; and

78.4. the effect of the Rule on non-standard workers, in particular, who are thereby
restricted from accessing the amended provisions of the LRA expressly enacted
for their protection.

79. Overall, the Rule is disproportionate in its effect: evaluated in relation to its purpose, it

is unnecessarily restrictive, and disadvantages workers. Permitting the wider categories

of representation we argue for in this application would not undermine the purpose of

the power to make rules limiting the right to representation, and would protect, promote
and fulfil workers’ rights in harmony with the spirit, objects and purport of the LRA.

Workers’ right to representation in general (by persons other than legal practitioners)
80. Especially in South Africa, the right of an employee to be represented by another person

is an essential element of the right to a fair hearing:

80.1. In part due to our history of racial division, many South African workers (and
most precarious workers) have low levels of formal education, making it more
difficult to collate information in order to present a coherent and persuasive case
to a commissioner;
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80.2. Statutory dispute resolution is conducted in English, which is not the mother-

tongue of most South Africans. The semiformal interpretation services provided

by the CCMA and bargaining councils do not adequately overcome the language
barrier, and workers speaking through interpreters are at a marked disadvantage
in those tribunals;

80.3. Precarious workers in particular remain largely uninformed about their rights;
in any event life-experience teaches them that rights are often merely theoretical.

Being vulnerable and without employment security weakens a person’s social
status, affects his social and family relations, and erodes his dignity and
effectiveness;

80.4. All of these factors combine to make many employees apprehensive vis a vis
authority, lacking in confidence, unsure of their rights and vulnerable to
pressure, misinformation and perceived threats. Whilst, ideally, commissioners

are trained to conduct processes with these challenges in mind, they do not
always do so.

Workers are left inappropriately reliant on support from

interpreters, who are not trained in the law, and who may not have their best
interests at heart.

81. Most employees are accordingly at a marked disadvantage compared to their employer

counterparts in statutory dispute resolution processes. Most employers have superior
resources including trained human resource personnel, and access to lawyers. And the
extent of a commissioner’s discretion to compensate for an imbalance in the parties’

abilities to deal with the dispute is limited to permitting legal representation (Rule
25(1)(c)) which is unaffordable for ordinary South African workers.

82. Despite provision being made in LRA section 149 for the CCMA to arrange for

assistance by a legal practitioner through Legal Aid South Africa, this has never been

invoked. I attach a print-out from Legal Aid South Africa’s website marked CWAO18.
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It confirms that Legal Aid’s policy is that it does not assist parties to statutory
conciliation and arbitration, and also that LRA section 149 has never been
implemented.

Preventing workers from accessing adequate representation is a relatively new
development

83. It has long been recognised that workers are entitled to be represented and assisted by

a fellow employee when facing an enquiry in the workplace. ILO Recommendation

R119 of 1963 provides for workers to be assisted by a representative; the ILO’s 1982
Termination of Employment Recommendation provides at article 9 for a worker’s

entitlement to assistance by ‘another person’, without any restriction as to the identity
of that person.

84. Under the 1956 LRA the old Industrial Court quickly established that it was an

‘elementary requirement of justice’ that a worker be entitled to ‘a suitable
representative to assist him in the preparation and presentation of his case.’32

85. Under the present LRA, the Code of Good Practice: Dismissal describes the essential

elements of fair procedure at a workplace hearing, which include an employee’s right
‘to be assisted by a trade union representative or fellow-employee’.33

86. South Africa’s labour law tribunals historically recognised that workers, who could not

afford legal representation, were entitled to alternative forms of representation. The
Industrial Court, established in 1979 on the recommendation of the Wiehahn

Commission, in practice permitted workers to be represented by non-lawyers, including

National Union of Mineworkers v Kloof Gold Mining Co Ltd (1986) 7 ILJ 375 (IC) at 383A-C. See also
Mahlangu v CIM Deltak, Gallant v CIM Deltak (1986) 7 ILJ 346 (IC) providing for representation by ‘anyone
from the work-place’.
33
Clause 4 of the Code of Good Practice: Dismissal, which is Schedule 8 to the LRA.
32
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advice office staff, paralegals and officials of trade unions (the vast majority of which
were, at the time, unregistered).34

87. The 1995 LRA provided for an employee to be represented in the CCMA and Labour

Courts by a co-employee, as well as by her trade union, whether registered or not.35

Amendments in 199836 however abolished representation by a co-employee, and
restricted trade union representation to registered trade unions in both fora. The
relevant Memorandum is silent as to the reasons for this change.

88. Several of the councils nevertheless adopted or retained rules permitting workers to be

represented by fellow-employees, or fellow parties to the same dispute. By way of

example, SARPBAC permits representation by any other party to the same dispute,37
the GPSSBC allows representation by an employee of any national department or
provincial administration,38 the Transnet Bargaining Council permits representation by

a fellow-employee, or by any other person provided the parties agree thereto in

writing,39 and the Safety and Security Sectoral Bargaining Council permits
representation by a co-employee.40

89. Namibia’s Labour Act 11 of 2007 permits representation by co-employees at

conciliation and arbitration, as well as representation by ‘any other person’ if the
commissioner is satisfied that this will facilitate the resolution of the dispute or help to

The Industrial Court – an article by DJ de Villiers SC, President of the Industrial Court, published in
Consultus April 1991.
35
LRA Sections 135(4) and 138(4).
36
Act 127 of 1998.
37
Rule 9.1.5 (dated July 2015) Appendix B to the Main Agreement; available at http://sarpbac.org.za/mainagreement (accessed 23 February 2016).
38
Rule 22 of the Rules for the Conduct of Proceedings before the General Public Service Sector Bargaining
Council, Resolution 4 of 2004 available at www.gpssbc.org.za (accessed 23 February 2016).
39
Rule 27 of the Collective Agreement on the Rules Governing Conciliating and Arbitrating Disputes and the
Dispute Resolution Fund in the Transnet Bargaining Council available at www.kwikwap.co.za (accessed 23
February 2016).
40
Specifically, a ‘co-employee from the same unit/station/component within the same geographical area as the
applicant’ - Clause 4.11 of the Dispute Procedure for the Safety and Security Sectoral Bargaining Council,
available at www.sssbc.org.za (accessed 23 February 2016).
34
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achieve the objects of the Act.41

In Botswana, employees are permitted to be

represented in the Industrial Court by ‘an advocate or any other person’.42 Employment
tribunals in both Britain and Australia also permit such representation.43

90. Excluding representation of a worker by a fellow-employee (except where both the

worker and the fellow-employee are members of the same registered trade union) is

arbitrary and unreasonable. Where the fellow-employee represented the worker at the

internal disciplinary enquiry, he has an in-depth knowledge of the matter: he will have

prepared the workers’ defence, knows the workplace, has identified any witnesses, and,
because he was present during the enquiry, will have identified any procedural
unfairness. That person will therefore often be best-placed to represent the worker at
statutory conciliation and arbitration.

91. LRA section 188A(5)(a) provides for representation by a co-employee in Inquiry by

Arbitrator proceedings.

92. A further LRA amendment in 2002 repealed provisions regulating representation from

the LRA and provided for the CCMA Governing Body to regulate representation as
part of its rule-making function. Rule 25 at first repeated the repealed LRA section. In

2015 Rule 25 was expanded to prohibit representatives other than legal practitioners

from charging a fee, and to provide for commissioners to exclude employer
organisation representatives if their presence would be contrary to the purpose of the

rule (said to be to promote inexpensive, expeditious, and equitable dispute resolution).44
The purpose of the power to limit the right to representation
93. Because the emphasis in labour relations is on resolving disputes in the interests of

fairness and industrial peace, the legislation does whatever it can to limit opportunities

Sections 82(13) and 86(13) of the Labour Act 11 of 2007.
Sectio 21 of the Trade Disputes Act 2003.
43
Van Eck Representation during arbitration hearings: spotlight on members of bargaining councils 2012 TSAR
774.
44
Rule 25(5).
41
42
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to exploit worker/employer conflict for profit. Trade unions and employer’s

organisations are only registered if they are ‘genuine’, and not set up for the sole
purpose of, for instance, selling financial services like insurance to workers, or charging
for assisting with unfair dismissal disputes.

94. The LRA accordingly gives the CCMA the power to limit the right to representation in

order to protect vulnerable workers from exploitation and abuse. The CCMA’s latest

innovation, Rule 25(1)(d), addresses this concern: it prohibits any representative in
proceedings before the CCMA from charging a fee (except lawyers).

95. South Africa’s trade union movement grew out of struggle: black trade unions were,

during the seventies and eighties, one of very few legal forms of organisation inside the

country. Union activists did not confine themselves to workplace issues but engaged in

community organisation and social struggle: unions spawned activist theatre, worker
cooperatives, women’s groups, creches and study groups. Hundreds of thousands of

working men and women were directly involved in a comprehensive network of local
union decision-making structures which concerned themselves not only with labour
rights but with wider questions of transformation and social justice. By 1991 total trade
union membership was a truly massive 2.7 million.45

96. I offer this perspective because it shows the context within which a rule privileging

trade union representation may at one time have made sense: trade unions were reliably,
genuinely concerned with workers’ rights, with dispute resolution, and with social

justice. Their social weight extended well beyond their formal membership: many
workers in the 90s were well informed about their rights, as compared to precarious and
other vulnerable categories of worker today.

97. Times have, however, changed: work practices have evolved, and so has the nature of

the trade unions. Trade unions now organise less than a quarter of the work-force.

45

Ian Macun South African unions: still growing? (1993) 17 South African Labour Bulletin at 48.
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Instead of focussing on uniting workers as a class so that as a collective they can resist
the superior economic power of employers, trade unions increasingly operate in their
own institutional interests, establishing investment companies and ‘poaching’ one

another’s members. One result is a declining membership: many workers now treat
trade unions with suspicion and even hostility. Some workers perceive that trade unions
do not genuinely or competently represent their interests: they have expressed these

views during general meetings held at our offices to discuss how to address the

problems of representation which they experience while trying to enforce their section
198 rights.

98. Too many workers are now precluded from having any form of representation in

CCMA proceedings. This undermines dispute resolution and conflicts with their rights.
Amongst the rights compromised is the freedom not to associate with a registered trade

union that does not represent their interests or which fails to defend or to enforce their

rights. CWAO is from time to time approached by unionised workers who need support
and advice, and who tell us that they are afraid to disassociate with their trade unions

because they will be disadvantaged should they be dismissed and lack CCMA
representation.

99. Many workers who want to be represented in CCMA proceedings simply cannot access

trade union representation: the registered trade unions cannot or do not organise them.
Even if they were willing to join a registered trade union, these workers cannot obtain
representation in this way. And, the majority of the workers who attend meetings and
discussions at the CWAO tell us that they don’t want to be members of registered trade
unions even where this would be possible.

100. In South Africa today, workers are entitled to be represented in the manner set out in

the Notice of Motion. Allowing these forms of representation will achieve the purpose

for which the power to make the Rule was conferred, whilst promoting and fulfilling
workers’ rights.
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Workers are entitled to be represented by community advice offices, fellow-employees
and fellow-parties to their disputes, as well as other persons where procedural fairness
so requires

101. In order properly to protect their rights, the CCMA should permit workers to be

represented by:

101.1. community advice offices;
101.2. fellow-employees;
101.3. fellow-parties to the same dispute; or
101.4. any other person who is not a legal practitioner, if this will ensure procedural
fairness.

Representation by a Community Advice Office
102.

Workers should be able to be represented by a registered community advice office:

102.1. community advice offices are mostly supported through donor funding, and are

accordingly in a position to assist low-paid and vulnerable workers without
charging a fee, in compliance with Rule 25(1)(d);

102.2. community advice office workers have access to specialised training, and are no
less likely than trade union officials to be motivated by a desire to assist and
support workers to access their rights. They are as likely to be of assistance to

a commissioner resolving a dispute as an official or office-bearer of a registered
trade union;

102.3. community advice offices which are registered NPOs are as well-regulated as

registered trade unions: they are subject to government oversight including
33

financial controls, and must be properly run in terms of their approved
constitutions; and

102.4. The CCMA is an organ of state which is obliged by the NPO Act to implement
its policies in a manner designed to promote, support and enhance the capacity
of non-profit organisations – in this case, community advice offices which have
historically assisted the poor and marginalised – to perform their functions.
Representation by a fellow-employee
103. There is overwhelming endorsement for this type of representation, as is

comprehensively set out in paragraphs 80-91 above.

104. In workplaces where there are no trade unions, such as those we assist, workers can

delegate one of their number to undergo training offered by an organisation such as
CWAO, which would put them in the same position as a trained shop steward.

105. Overworked union officials, on the other hand, frequently do not prepare for arbitration

hearings, sometimes meeting the member for the very first time at the arbitration
hearing itself.

Representation by a fellow-party to the same dispute
106. Disputes are likely to arise over who qualifies as a ‘fellow employee’ where similarly-

situated workers are employed in the same workplace, but by different labour brokers,

or where the question of the ‘real employer’ is in dispute. Allowing representation by
a fellow-party to the same dispute would resolve this problem.

107. Allowing representation by a fellow-party to the same dispute will also address the

Dickon Hall situation where large numbers of workers attend statutory conciliation
and arbitration, with practical implications impeding efficient dispute resolution.
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Representation by any other person who is not a legal practitioner, if this will ensure
procedural fairness

108. A worker embroiled in a dispute with their employer will often find it helpful to be

represented by another person who has some emotional distance from the matter, even
if that person is otherwise unskilled.

109. I am advised that South African courts have held that there is no absolute right to legal

representation (excepting arrest/fair trial rights),46 but that procedural fairness depends
on the circumstances of each case: the rules of administrative tribunals are to be read
so as to provide for a decision-maker to exercise a discretion in every case to permit
representation if fairness so requires.47

Condonation
110. I am advised that, as one of the review grounds is that the impugned rule is

administrative action, it may be that the PAJA time limits apply (requiring a review
application to be brought within 180 days, or a ‘reasonable time’).

111. Whilst the impugned rule in its current form was made in 2015, the challenged aspect

(restricting representation of workers to officials of registered trade unions and legal
practitioners) dates back to 1998, when fellow-employees and unregistered trade
unions were first excluded.48

112. Although community advice offices have always felt the Rule to operate unjustly, it

was only in 2015, when the LRA amendments came into effect and large groups of
‘non-standard’ workers started to refer disputes to access their new rights, that the

De Lange v Presiding Bishop, Methodist Church of SA 2015 (1) SA 106 (SCA); Commission for
Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration and Others v Law Society of the Northern Provinces 2014 (2) SA 321
(SCA) para 19; Hamata and Another v Chairperson, Peninsula Technikon Internal Disciplinary Committee, and
Others 2002 (5) SA 449 (SCA).
47
Hamata (above note 46) at para 5; Dladla and Others v Administrator, Natal and others 1995 (3) SA 769 (N).
48
The history of provisions regulating representation is set out from paragraphs 84 to 92 above.
46
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problem of representation began to really ‘bite’. The impugned rule threatens to deny
these workers access to the new rights intended for them, and compromises the
effective resolution of labour disputes.

113. CWAO’s involvement with precarious workers puts it in a unique position: it is able

to observe the extent and nature of the obstacles in the way of workers, analyse the

cause of the problem, compile statistics and examples, and amass the necessary
resources to enable the launching of this challenge.

114. To the extent necessary, we ask the Court to grant condonation for bringing this

challenge outside of the 180-day period provided for in PAJA, in all the circumstances
outlined in this affidavit. I am advised that full legal argument concerning condonation
will be made when this application is heard.

Costs
115. We have a contingency fees agreement with the attorney and the advocates CWAO

have briefed to bring this challenge in terms of which they will receive no fee unless

the application succeeds with costs; we accordingly ask for costs in our favour so that
they may be compensated for their work.
Conclusion
116. We ask for the Orders set out in the Notice of Motion.

______________________________
IGHSAAN SCHROEDER
I certify that the Deponent has acknowledged that he knows and understands the
contents of this Affidavit which was sworn to before me at _______________on this
36

___day of April 2016, and that the provisions of the Regulations contained in
Government Notice R1258 of 21 July 1972 (as amended) were complied with.
___________________________
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
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IN THE LABOUR COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
HELD AT JOHANNESBURG
Case No:

/2016

In the matter between
THE CASUAL WORKERS ADVICE OFFICE (CWAO)
NTOMBIFUTHI DLADLA

First Applicant
Second Applicant

THE BLACK SASH

Third Applicant

MAOKENG ADVICE & RESOURCE CENTRE

Fourth Applicant

and
COMMISSION FOR CONCILIATION,
MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION (CCMA)
THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CCMA
THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE GOVERNING
BODY OF THE CCMA, DANIEL DUBE N.O.
THE MINISTER OF LABOUR

First Respondent
Second Respondent
Third Respondent
Fourth Respondent

_____________________________________________________________________

NOTICE OF MOTION

_____________________________________________________________________
TAKE NOTICE that the Applicants will apply, on a date and at a time to be arranged
with the Registrar, for Orders:

1

1. Declaring that Rule 25 of the CCMA Rules is unconstitutional and invalid to the
extent that it fails to entitle an employee party to conciliation and arbitration
proceedings before the Commission to be represented by:

1.1. a community advice office registered with the Department of Social

Development under the Nonprofit Organisations Act 71 of 1997 (‘a registered
community advice office’); and/or

1.2. a fellow employee; and/or

1.3. a fellow party to the dispute; and/or

1.4. any other person who is not a legal practitioner, if the Commissioner concludes
that such representation is necessary in order to ensure that the proceedings are
fair;

2. Reviewing and setting aside Rule 25 of the CCMA Rules to the extent that it

precludes the representation of employees other than by registered trade unions and
legal practitioners, alternatively to the extent that it does not entitle employees to be
represented by:

2.1. a registered community advice office; and/or
2.2. a fellow employee; and/or

2.3. a fellow party to the dispute; and/or

2.4. any other person who is not a legal practitioner, if the Commissioner concludes
that such representation is necessary in order to ensure that the proceedings are
fair;

3. Declaring that, in conciliation and arbitration proceedings before the CCMA,

employees are entitled, in addition to the parties listed in Rule 25(1)(a), to be
represented by:

3.1. a registered community advice office; and/or
2

3.2. a fellow employee; and/or

3.3. a fellow party to the dispute; and/or

3.4. any other person who is not a legal practitioner, if if the Commissioner

concludes that such representation is necessary in order to ensure that the
proceedings are fair; and/or

3.5. subject to Rules 25(1)(b) and (c), a legal practitioner;
4. Declaring that Commissioners appointed to resolve disputes in terms of the LRA
must, whenever an employee seeks to be represented by another person, determine
whether permitting such representation is necessary in order to ensure that the
proceedings are fair;

5. Directing that Rule 25(1)(a) is to be read as though the following subsections (v)
and (vi) follow immediately after subsection (iv):

(v) if the party is an employee, a community advice office registered with the

Department of Social Development under the Nonprofit Organisations Act 71 of
1997, or a fellow-employee, or a fellow party to the dispute; or

(vi) if the party is an employee, any representative other than a legal
practitioner, if:
a)
b)

the commissioner and all the other parties consent; or if

the commissioner concludes that such representation is necessary in
order to ensure that the proceedings are fair.

Alternatively to paragraph 5 above:
6. Suspending the order in paragraph 2 above for twelve months to enable the CCMA

to amend Rule 25 in order to correct the defects which have resulted in this
declaration of invalidity, provided that, pending the date upon which an
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appropriately amended Rule 25 takes effect, Rule 25 is to be read in the manner set
out in paragraph 5 above;

7. Ordering those Respondents who oppose this application to pay the costs hereof,
including the costs of two counsel; and

8. Further and/or alternative relief, including such remedy as, in the opinion of the
Court, cures the invalidity of CCMA Rule 25.

TAKE NOTICE THAT if you intend to oppose this application you must:
a) give notice of your intention to do so within ten days of the date on which you
receive this application, and at the same time appoint an address within eight

kilometers of the Court at which you will accept notice and service of all process
in these proceedings; and

b) serve and file your answering affidavits, if any, within fifteen days of the date on
which you give notice of your intention to oppose this application.

TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that if no intention to oppose is given, or if opposing
affidavits are not timeously filed, the Applicants will make application on a date to be

arranged with the Registrar for the relief sought in this Notice of Motion, or for an order
compelling the filing of opposing papers, with costs.

TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that the Applicants have appointed the offices of DAVID

CARTWRIGHT ATTORNEYS, 18 The Bend, Observatory, Johannesburg as the
address at which they will accept notice and service of all process in these proceedings.
TAKE NOTICE FURTHER THAT the annexed affidavits of IGHSAAN
SCHROEDER,

JACOB

MOHLOPHEHI,

THABANG

MOHLALA,
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NTOMBIFUTHI DLADLA, BONGANI BUNYOYO and LYNETTE MAART will
be used in support of this application.
Signed at Johannesburg on this

day of April 2016.
_________________________
D. Cartwright
Applicants’ Attorney
David Cartwright Attorneys
18 The Bend
Observatory
Johannesburg
Tel: 011 487 0227
Fax: 011 487 1376

To:
The Registrar, Labour Court
Arbour Square Building
6th and 7th floors
Corner Juta and Melle Streets
Braamfontein
Johannesburg 2001
By hand
And to:
The Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration
National Office
28 Harrison Street
Johannesburg 2001
Per telefax (011) 834 7531
And to:
The Governing Body of the CCMA
Care of the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration National Office
28 Harrison Street, Johannesburg 2001
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Per telefax (011) 834 7531
Per email DawoodD@ccma.org.za
And to:
Daniel Dube N.O.
Chairperson, Governing Body of the CCMA
Care of the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration, National Office
28 Harrison Street, Johannesburg 2001
Per telefax (011) 834 7531
Per email DawoodD@ccma.org.za
And to:
The Minister of Labour
Care of the State Attorney
Old Mutual Centre, 8th floor
167 Andries Street, Pretoria 0001
Per telefax (012) 309 1649
Per email ttshivase@justice.gov.za
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